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Abstract
The JastAdd system enables modular specifications of extensible compiler tools and languages. Java has been extended with
the Rewritable Circular Reference Attributed Grammars formalism that supports modularization and extensibility through several
synergistic mechanisms. Object-orientation and static aspect-oriented programming are combined with declarative attributes and
context-dependent rewrites to allow highly modular specifications. The techniques have been verified by implementing a full Java
1.4 compiler with modular extensions for non-null types and Java 5 features.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We present the JastAdd system for the development of compilers and related tools. The system enables modular
specification of extensible compiler tools and languages. JastAdd is an extension to Java that supports a specification
formalism called Rewritable Circular Reference Attributed Grammars (ReCRAGs). ReCRAGs raises the abstraction
level for grammar-based computations using declarative object-oriented techniques to rewrite abstract syntax trees
(ASTs).
Several synergistic mechanisms are combined to better support modularity and extensibility: object-orientation,
static aspects, declarative attributes, and context-dependent rewrites. The combination of these mechanisms allows
the compilation problem to be decomposed into almost any way, according to the tool writer’s choice. For example,
the modules can be chosen to match the chapters of a language documentation. A set of modules that defines a base
language can be reused by other module sets that extend the base language. A set of modules that defines the static-
semantic analysis for a language can be reused for many different tools for that language, e.g., a compiler, a source
metrics tool, etc. To illustrate the power of this technique, we have used JastAdd to implement a modular Java 1.4
compiler [1], and several extensions to this compiler. One extension is a compiler for large parts of Java 5. Another
is a tool that adds non-null types to Java and infers non-null properties in legacy library code. A third extension is an
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Fig. 1. The JastAdd Extensible Java Compiler with various extensions. The numbers represent lines of code (SLOCCount).
experimental tool that computes cross-references and devirtualization metrics, reusing the static-semantic analysis of
the Java 1.4 compiler.
A major reason why the modules can be designed and extended so flexibly is the declarativeness of the ReCRAG
mechanisms. The order in which the attribute computations and rewrites are carried out is decided automatically
through their implicit dependences instead of requiring explicit ordering in the code.
We have verified that the techniques scale to real languages by validating the generated Java 1.4 compiler against
the Jacks test suite [2], and it passes more tests than both the popular javac and jikes compilers. The size of the
specification is less than two-thirds the size of the handwritten javac implementation and the generated compiler’s
performance is within a factor of three.
The integration of the declarative attributes and rewriting techniques with Java and its well-known object-oriented
features, makes the system fairly easy to learn for software developers in the industry, thus not restricting its use to
the computer science research community. To use the system, no previous knowledge of attributes grammars, aspects
or rewrite systems is necessary. The documentation explains these features in relation to ordinary object-oriented
programming.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the intended application domain through a
case study of a full Java compiler implemented in JastAdd. Section 3 gives an overview of the architecture. Section 4
describes how various features can be used to specify modular and extensible descriptions. Section 5 discusses error
checking of the specifications, and Section 6 briefly explains the evaluation method used. Section 7 compares our
system to related tools and systems. Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. Application domain
The primary application domain for the JastAdd system is extensible compilers and analysis tools. It has been
used to implement full languages like Java, domain-specific languages for robotics and automation, and numerous
smaller toy languages in an undergraduate course. The rest of this section uses the JastAdd Extensible Java Compiler
to illustrate the application domain, but the distribution contains several smaller examples.
The basis for the compiler is a front-end that performs static-semantic analysis for Java 1.4. This front-end
is modularized according to the various concerns in the analysis, e.g., name resolution, type checking, definite
assignment, unreachable statements, and exception handling. It can be used as a stand-alone tool and has also been
extended with various experimental analysis modules such as devirtualization and metrics. The front-end is used by
multiple back-ends that target different runtime environments [3]: byte code for Java Virtual Machines, byte code for
the Palcom Runtime Environment [4], and C source code. Fig. 1 shows a schematic view of the Java 1.4 compiler and
various extensions.
The initial decomposition criterion for the Java 1.4 compiler was functionality, but we have also extended it with
new non-trivial language constructs that cross-cut existing modules. An experimental extension to large parts of Java 5
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Fig. 2. Generation architecture — describes the generation of plain Java source files from the various specifications.
has been implemented, including complex language features like generics with wildcards that extend the type system
significantly. This extension is ongoing work and is not yet up to the same high quality as the Java 1.4 compiler.
But the main challenges in Java 5 have already been solved and only details and extensive testing remains. Another
extension adds non-null types (as described in [5]) to Java, also a significant extension to the type system. A third
extension adds AspectJ-style inter-type declarations that include highly non-local changes to name resolution. All the
extensions were implemented in a completely modular, yet understandable way.
3. Architecture
A main design idea behind JastAdd is to make ReCRAGs easily accessible to Java programmers. For this reason,
JastAdd uses a syntax very close to Java, only extended with constructs to support the features of ReCRAGs such as
attributes, equations, and rewrites. ASTs are represented by Java classes and attributes by Java methods.
A typical generated tool consists of a small main program that first invokes a parser to build the AST and then
invokes a small imperative module to output the desired results, e.g., writing the compiled code to a file. The bulk of
the computations is performed by the declarative ReCRAG modules that define the desired properties of the AST as
attributes, ultimately accessed by the imperative module that outputs the results. The actual evaluation of the attributes
is done automatically as a result of accessing them.
The source code for a generated tool is organized in a directory containing abstract grammar modules, declarative
ReCRAG modules, and imperative Java modules. JastAdd takes a set of modules as input and generates ordinary Java
classes for the AST, according to the abstract grammar modules. These generated classes contain woven generated
code that implement the behavior specified in the ReCRAG modules. Fig. 2 gives a schematic view of the generation
from ReCRAG specifications to plain Java source files.
To build an extended tool, an additional directory for the extension is created, adding new abstract grammar
modules, declarative ReCRAG modules, and imperative modules as desired. The extended tool is generated by
providing JastAdd with modules from all the desired directories as input. There is no specific module combination
language — the modules are simply listed as input to JastAdd, typically in a build script.
The central program representation in JastAdd is the AST which is defined by an abstract grammar such as the one
shown in Fig. 3. Each production defines a new Java class with an optional superclass (written as ‘:’ and a superclass
name). The right-hand side of a production defines the children of that node, and the list of children is appended
to children inherited from the superclass. Accessors are generated for the children and they are also included as
parameters to node constructors. Each child can optionally be named by prefixing it with a name followed by ‘:’, and
otherwise the name is the same as the type of the child. A child enclosed in ‘<’ and ‘>’ is a lexeme of a primitive
type rather than a tree node. ‘[’ and ‘]’ indicate that the child is optional while ‘*’ declares a list of children. A child
enclosed in slashes is a non-terminal attribute, see Section 4.6.
Support for parsing is not provided by JastAdd, but any Java-based parser generator can be used, e.g., JavaCC,
ANTLR, CUP, or Beaver. The goal of the parsing is to build an AST that follows a JastAdd abstract grammar. Fig. 4
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Fig. 3. A JastAdd abstract grammar.
Fig. 4. A parser specification that builds AST nodes in its semantic actions.
shows some typical BNF parser rules and how the AST is built in the semantic actions of the parser, using the node
constructors as defined by the abstract grammar in Fig. 3.
4. Specification features
In JastAdd, the AST is modelled as an object-oriented class hierarchy that allows behavior to be defined in classes
and specialized in subclasses. In combination with inter-type declarations [6] (also known as open classes [7]),
computations that cross-cut the class hierarchy can be defined in separate modules, thus enabling good separation of
concerns. To specify behavior, declarative attributes are used rather than imperative codes. The declarative approach
supports a high degree of decoupling since the order of evaluation does not have to be explicitly defined. JastAdd
also supports context-dependent rewrites which allows the AST to be dynamically changed to better suit different
computations, thereby improving the modularization of many computations. In this section we briefly describe the
different features in JastAdd and exemplify their use. The examples are based on the language defined in the previous
section, but the same techniques are used in our extensible Java compiler.
4.1. Attributes
Attribute Grammars (AG) [8] is a technique for defining computations on an AST in a declarative way and
integrates well with the object-oriented programming paradigm [9,10]. Attributes are declared for nodes in the AST
and their values are defined by equations that may use the values of other attributes in the tree. A synthesized attributes
is defined by an equation in the node itself whereas an inherited attribute is defined by an equation in an ancestor node.
Synthesized attributes decouples the specification of an attribute from its actual implementation. Consider the code
in Fig. 5 that defines a synthesized attribute value() that denotes the value of an expression. The attribute is declared
for all Expr nodes and an equation is provided for each kind of expression. JastAdd weaves attributes and equations
into the classes generated from the abstract grammar. The generated classes contain get-methods that are used in
equations to access node children and lexemes. Synthesized attributes are, in the object-oriented notation for AGs,
very similar to traditional virtual methods in object-oriented programming. The main difference is that synthesized
attributes must be functions that may not have side effects. This allows for efficient evaluation through caching of the
result. That same result is then returned for each occurrence of that attribute in other equations.
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Fig. 5. Computing expression values.
Fig. 6. Computing the expected type for expressions.
Fig. 7. Type computation.
Inherited attributes decouples an AST node from its parent: the AST node does not need to know which parent
it has. All the information it needs is in the inherited attributes whose values are defined by the parent. This allows
AST classes with all their behavior to be reused in many different contexts. Consider the code in Fig. 6 that defines an
attribute expectedType() that denotes the expected type of an expression used during type checking to find ill-typed
expressions. Expressions occur in many different statements and declarations and the valid type of an expression
depends on its context. The while statement requires its condition to be of boolean type. Addition only operates on
integer-typed values and provides equations for both its children. Assignment requires the right-hand side to have the
same type as the left-hand side, while the left-hand side may have any type. An expression need not know which
parent it has during type checking but can simply compare the expectedType() attribute to its actual type.
4.2. References add additional structure to the AST
Reference Attributed Grammars (RAGs) [11–14] allow attributes to be references to other tree nodes. This allows
graphs to be represented on top of the AST, something that is very useful in compilers and similar tools. References
can be used to model various language relations such as name bindings. i.e., a use of a name is bound through a
reference to its corresponding declaration. Types can, in a similar way, be represented by their declarations and then
the type of an expression is simply represented by a reference from the expression node to a type declaration node.
Consider the computation of the type for declarations and expressions in Fig. 7 (please refer to Fig. 3 for the abstract
grammar that this computation applies to). The type() attribute is a reference to a ClassDecl node which represents
a type. The type of a ClassDecl is the declaration itself (1). A simple name Use is bound to a declaration, and the
type of the Use is the same as the type of the declaration (2). Notice that this equation depends on the name binding
module defining the decl() attribute (a reference from each Use to its corresponding declaration). The type of a
qualified name QualUse is the the same as the type of its last name (3). Finally, the type of a VarDecl is the same as
the type of its Type child (4).
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Fig. 8. Name binding. Each Use is bound to a visible declaration. Blocks provide nested scopes with shadowing.
The use of reference attributes allows the AST to be used as the only data structure in the compiler. This is in
contrast to the usual approach using symbol tables: instead of encoding all information about variables and types in
a complex separate symbol table, the AST nodes for the variable and type declarations are used directly. Lookup in
the symbol table is replaced by a reference attribute defined using a lookup attribute, see the section on broadcasting
below. In addition to name bindings, references are used extensively in the Java compiler to model various graph
structures such as the inheritance hierarchy, recursive types, and the call graphs. Relations can also be modelled as
sets of references. For example, a method overrides/hides a set of other methods; a type is a subtype of a set of types.
4.3. Broadcasting scope and parameterized attributes
Inherited attributes decouple the AST node from its parent. This can be improved further by decoupling the parent
from its child. Inherited attributes can be broadcasted not only to a single child but to all its descendants. This feature
is similar to the including feature in the Eli system [15]. The scope for the attribute equation is then widened from a
single node to an entire subtree. The only requirement for an inherited attribute to be well-defined is then that there is
a path from the declaration of an attribute through its ancestors to an equation. By allowing a descendant to redefine
the equation for its subtree, the broadcasting mechanism is an excellent way to describe nested scopes. It is highly
desirable from a modularization point of view that the modules defining scoped data need not be aware of the modules
using the scoped data and vice versa. This makes it easy to extend the language with new constructs, both constructs
that introduce new scopes, and constructs that make use of scoped data.
This loose coupling can be further enhanced by allowing attributes to have parameters. For example, the set of
visible variables can be parameterized by a name. Information can then flow both upwards, through the argument,
and downwards, by the broadcasted attribute, while keeping the modularization benefits described above. Consider
the name binding module in Fig. 8. The external interface is an attribute decl() that binds each Use to a declaration,
which is implemented internally by a parameterized attribute lookup(String name) that binds a name in the current
context to a visible declaration. Each Block defines a new scope and provides an equation that first searches for local
declarations, and then delegates to the enclosing context, i.e., a nested block, if no local declaration is found. This
implements nested scopes with shadowing. The localLookup(String name) attribute iterates over the statements
in the block and returns the first found declaration matching a certain name.
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Fig. 9. Name binding for inherited and remote members.
4.4. Complex non-local dependences
The superimposed graph structures on top of the AST, in combination with declarative attributes, makes it easy
to decompose a complex computation into several simpler ones. A combination of broadcasting of parameterized
attributes and delegation through a reference allows complex, highly non-local, dependences to be expressed is
a simple fashion. Object-oriented inheritance can, for instance, be implemented by using broadcasting for nested
scopes combined with delegation to the superclass through a reference. Consider the code in Fig. 9, implementing
lookup for inherited members as well as for remote access to members. The memberLookup(String name) attribute
includes not only local declarations but delegates the search to its superclass if no local declaration is found. This
implementation matches traditional object-oriented inheritance with overriding. If the member lookup is fruitless the
lookup is delegated to the enclosing broadcast in the same way as for nested blocks. This implementation matches
nested classes. Qualified names, e.g., a.b.c, are used to remotely access members in a referenced object. The
implementation delegates the member lookup to the type declaration matching the type of the ObjectReference
child in the qualified name QualUse.
4.5. Enhance tree structure through rewrites
The initial context-free AST, often built by a parser, is not a perfect match for most computations. Since the AST
is the only data structure in the system it would be quite limiting if the AST could not be changed. Rewrites allow the
initial AST to be rewritten to a more suitable form, based on values of the context-dependent attributes. This allows
the tree to not only reflect context-free structure but also the context-sensitive information that has been computed so
far. For example, a name node can be rewritten to a specialized node to reflect its semantic meaning, like a variable-
or type-name, as soon as that information is available. This allows later computations, like optimization and code
generation, to be modularized according to the semantic meaning of the name. For example, splitting the generation
of code for variable accesses and type-name accesses into separate modules. Rewrites can thus be used to make the
tree more suitable for the other modularization features in JastAdd. The example in Fig. 10 rewrites context-free Use
nodes into context-sensitive ones reflecting whether the corresponding declaration is a variable or a type declaration.
The rewriting is done iteratively, interleaved with attribute evaluation. This allows complex rewrites to be broken
down into many simple rewrites. The fine-grained interaction between rewrites and attribute evaluation is further
discussed in [16].
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Fig. 10. Rewrite rules for replacing context-free use nodes with context-sensitive ones based on their declaration kind.
Fig. 11. Non-terminal attribute that adds the predefined Object class.
Rewrites can also be used to normalize the AST into a kernel language. This can be used for rewriting language
extensions to constructs in the base language, something which often requires contextual information. Yet another use
of context-dependent rewrites is to separate language constructs that are ambiguous from a context-free perspective,
such as the infamous typedef vs. variable ambiguity in C.
The Java compiler uses rewrites to make implicit language behavior explicit in the AST. For example, to add default
constructors to classes with no constructors, and to add an explicit this to unqualified invocations of instance methods.
A series of rewrites are also used to resolve syntactically ambiguous names, as described in more detail in [17]. Other
uses of rewrites include splitting variable declarations with multiple variables and grouping scattered cardinality for
array names.
4.6. Non-terminal attributes
It is sometimes useful to expand an AST with additional nodes that are defined by equations, rather than constructed
by the parser or by a rewrite rule. These nodes are called non-terminal attributes (NTAs) [18,19] since they are both
similar to nodes (non-terminals) and to attributes. An NTA is like a node in that it can itself have attributes and it can
be rewritten. It is also like an attribute in that it is defined by an equation. The code in Fig. 11 implements the non-
terminal attribute ObjectType in the Program ::= Block /ObjectType:ClassDecl/; production in the abstract
grammar. The predefined Object class is built and added to the AST through an NTA. Notice that this equation may
read other attributes in the AST even though the feature is not used in the example. The NTA attribute is then used in
a lookup(String) equation to make the declaration visible to the name binding module in Fig. 8.
Grammars with NTAs are considered higher-order attribute grammars since attributes may themselves have
attributes. There are similarities between NTAs and context-dependent rewrites. In both cases, you can declaratively
define changes to the AST based on attribute values. The main difference is that you should use rewrites when you are
interested in replacing some nodes with others, and NTAs when you want to keep existing nodes and introduce some
additional ones. NTAs in combination with a technique called attribute forwarding [20] would be similar to replacing
a tree by a new one.
NTAs are used in the Java compiler to add predefined declarations, such as primitive types, but more importantly
to instantiate generic types in Java 5. The NTA is then a function of the generic type declaration parameterized with
one or more type parameters.
4.7. Circular attributes
JastAdd supports circular attributes [21] which are useful for many analysis problems, for example in code
optimization. Attributes may then be mutually dependent and the evaluator computes fixed-point solutions by iteration.
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Fig. 12. Detection of cycle on the superclass chain.
The use of circular attributes is particularly useful in combination with reference attributes, since they can then be used
to compute mutually recursive properties on top of graphs [22,13].
In order to guarantee termination of the circular attribute evaluation, the usual lattice approach is used: the possible
values of circular attributes are arranged in a lattice of finite height. The bottom value is used as the start value and all
equations should be monotonic, i.e., when the equation is used as an assignment by the evaluator, it can only result in
the same value or a value higher up in the lattice. Because the lattice height is finite, the evaluation will terminate. In
practice, we have used boolean lattices and set lattices. A boolean lattice simply consists of the values true and false,
for example selecting true as bottom and false as top. A typical set lattice has the empty set at the bottom and the set
of all items of some kind at the top, for example the set of all identifiers in the program.
The code in Fig. 12 shows a simple example that detects cycles in class hierarchies. The lattice is a boolean lattice
with true as bottom and false as top. A circularity occurs if a class reaches itself by following its transitive closure
of superclasses. A class that does not have a superclass returns false which is the lattice top. We have used circular
attributes in the Java compiler to detect circularities in inheritance hierarchies and to determine definite assignment
properties of variables in loop constructs.
4.8. Imperative modules
Aspect modules with inter-type declarations can be used not only for declarative attributes but also for imperative
Java code. Methods and fields can then be introduced in existing classes in a modular fashion. Imperative code may
use declarative attributes by invoking them as if they were methods. Attribute evaluation and rewriting of the AST is
transparent to the imperative code.
Imperative modules are useful for outputting results to files. For example, in the Java 1.4 front-end, name resolution
and type checking is done completely by declarative modules, but the output of compile-time errors is done by a small
imperative module which traverses the AST and uses the attributes to print out suitable error messages. The Java 1.4
back-end includes an imperative module that traverses the AST and uses the attributes to output the tree to a bytecode
file.
Another use of imperative modules in the Java 1.4 compiler is to implement demand-driven parsing of bytecode
files. Conceptually, all Java classes are available in a large AST. But for efficiency, the AST subtrees for the imported
classes are built on demand, by parsing bytecode files as the imported classes are accessed during compilation.
5. Specification error detection
JastAdd includes some simple static and dynamic checks of the specifications. It is checked statically that the
attributes are well-defined, i.e., each attribute will have a defining equation for any possible AST. It is checked
dynamically that ordinary attributes (not declared as circular) are not in fact circularly defined. While plain AGs
can use a static circularity test [8], reference attributes make static determination of circularity undecidable [14],
hence the dynamic test.
There are several typical kinds of specification errors that can occur, but that are currently not detected by the
system. It is future work to add static or dynamic checks to be able to detect some of these errors. One example is to
detect if rewrites terminate. Non-terminating rewriting can occur, for example, if a condition is written too broadly so
that it remains true even after the rewrite. For this simple case, a dynamic test can probably be added, but there are
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more intricate cases which are more difficult to test. Another issue is confluency. If two rewrites are applicable at the
same time, it is desirable that they are confluent, i.e., the order of applying them is irrelevant. In the current system,
the evaluator will select between applicable rewrites depending on lexical order. It is not checked if another evaluation
order would give a different result. If it would, the conditions should probably be constrained so that only one of the
rewrites was applicable at a time, thus ordering the rewrites without having to rely on brittle lexical order. However, in
our experience, nonconfluency is seldom a problem in practice, because rewrites that are applicable at the same time
usually rewrite unrelated parts.
An additional issue is the possibility of interaction between rewrites and circular attributes. Our evaluation
algorithm assumes that a circular attribute is not evaluated until all the involved nodes are already rewritten, but
this is currently not checked. In our current specifications, this has not been any problem, but we plan to add dynamic
checks to the evaluator to signal if an interaction should occur. Further research is needed to investigate if there are
practical situations where mixed evaluation of rewrites and circular attributes would be useful, and to generalize the
evaluation algorithm.
It would also be useful to add non-null types [5] in order to be able to statically avoid dereferencing of null
references and to add static checks that ensure that equations do not have external side effects. An additional
improvement would be to add lattice types for use in circular attributes as in [13]. Currently the system does not
check that the equations for circular attributes are indeed monotonic, and failing to write monotonic equations may
result in non-terminating evaluation.
6. The JastAdd evaluation engine
The evaluation algorithm in JastAdd is built on lazy dynamic evaluation with attribute caching. Dependences are
computed dynamically and on demand. Since references may reference arbitrary nodes it is difficult to schedule
the order statically. Some research exists on doing this [14], but this results in conservative approximations, and
the applicability and cost is unclear for a real language like Java. Lazy evaluation has some nice properties for the
execution time of attribute computations; only attributes that are being used add cost to the execution time. For
example, attributes used to compute error messages do not add to the overall execution time as long as there are no
errors in the analysed program. Similarly, an attribute can be defined for a large set of node types even though only a
few nodes actually depend on the attribute value. This is useful for obtaining a simple specification, and yet does not
incur additional cost. For example, references to primitive types can be broadcast throughout an entire AST, but will
incur a computation cost only for the places where they are actually used.
Conditional rewriting is also done lazily and is triggered implicitly when a node is visited. When evaluating the
condition for a rewrite, other nodes may be visited. This will in turn trigger further rewrites. When no conditions are
true for rewrites in the visited nodes, the resulting tree node is returned. A nice property of this evaluation technique is
that a traversal of the tree need not be aware of rewriting since the returned node is always in its final state. A thorough
description of the evaluation of rewrites and its interaction with attribute evaluation is given in [16].
7. Related tools and systems
The current version of the JastAdd system builds loosely on an older version [23,22] which supported
RAGs, inter-type declarations, and circular attributes. The current JastAdd system has added support for rewrites,
parameterized attributes, broadcasting, and non-terminal attributes, thereby enabling the concise implementation of
real programming languages like Java. The current system is also bootstrapped in itself.
7.1. Imperative systems
The primary application domain for the JastAdd system is extensible compilers and analysis tools. Our largest
specification, the Java compiler, can be compared to handwritten extensible Java compilers. The Polyglot system [24,
25], is a Java 1.4 front-end supporting extending Java with new language constructs, translating them to Java source
code. In contrast to JastAdd, the extensions in Polyglot are coded imperatively, making use of variants of the visitor
design pattern. A phase-oriented architecture with fixed AST traversals is used, so that different computations need to
be explicitly associated with different phases, and it is the burden of the user to make sure that everything is computed
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in the appropriate order. Preliminary experiments with extending Java with AspectJ-like constructs indicate that using
JastAdd leads to much more concise and clear specifications as well as to a faster translation tool.
JastAdd is used to specify contextual computations on top of an AST. The initial AST is usually built using a parser
generator, e.g., JavaCC, ANTLR, CUP, or Beaver, using node constructors in semantic actions. Some of these tools
support limited contextual computations through the use of visitors or semantic actions. Their imperative nature make
these computations inferior to JastAdd modules from a modularity and extensibility point of view.
SmartTools is a semantic framework generator, based on XML and object technologies [26]. It combines generative
approaches, model-driven architectures, and component technology to build entire tool suites. Their scope is clearly
larger than ours but it is still interesting to compare the way languages are modelled and analysed. The main difference
is the way semantic analysis is handled. SmartTools combine Visitors and AOP to provide extensible, reusable
visitors that can be specialized to implement various analyses. While this approach is clearly superior to traditional
visitors from a modularization point of view, they still have to manually schedule computations involving complex
dependences.
7.2. Attribute grammar systems
There are many other attribute grammar systems, both commercial and licensed systems like the Synthesizer
Generator [27] and Cocktail [28], as well as freely available systems like Eli [29], Elegant [30], LISA [31], LRC [32],
and UAG [33]. While all of these systems support synthesized and inherited attributes, and many of them non-terminal
attributes through higher-ordered grammars, there are many differences as compared to JastAdd.
One important difference is that most of them do not support reference attributes. One exception is the Elegant
system that supports a notion similar to reference attributes which is used for name bindings, but via a global
symbol-table data structure. Cocktail has a concept called tree-valued attributes which also seems similar to reference
attributes, but we have not found any examples that show how they are used. In systems based on non-strict functional
languages, like UAG, it should in principle be possible to use lazy evaluation to emulate reference attributes. However,
we have not seen any documented examples that take advantage of this. In JastAdd, reference attributes constitute the
key mechanism to deal with non-local dependences, not only for name bindings. AG systems that do not use reference
attributes need to encode the context into attributes and pass them around explicitly, resulting in coupled specifications.
A very important difference between JastAdd and other systems is the support of context-dependent rewrites
interleaved with attribute computations. This is a key mechanism that allows complex analysis problems like Java
name resolution and type analysis to be broken down into small simple steps. To our knowledge, there are no other
systems supporting similar mechanisms. Non-terminal attributes combined with forwarding [20] would be similar, but
as far as we know, forwarding has only been implemented in prototypes built on top of Haskell, and it is unclear how
the practical performance would scale to full languages like Java.
Another difference between JastAdd and the other AG systems mentioned above is the support for circular attributes
and parameterized attributes. Previous work on circular attributes has been implemented in research systems of limited
availability.
From a software engineering perspective there is an important difference between JastAdd and other AG systems
in the integrated use of Java. The syntax for JastAdd specifications is a superset of Java, and constructs for attributes
and equations are very Java-like, allowing users to think of attributes and equations as method declarations and
method implementations. The aspect-oriented syntax used in JastAdd is very similar to that used in AspectJ. This is
different from most other AG systems which use their own specific syntax for the attribution. This integration makes
it straightforward to combine the declarative computations with imperative mainstream object-oriented programming
in Java, and makes it easy for Java programmers to learn the tool and the concepts.
7.3. Transformation systems
The main focus of JastAdd is context-dependent computations on the AST, but since rewriting is also supported
we also compare tree-transformation systems that are used for generating language-based tools, e.g., ASF+SDF [34],
Stratego [35], and TXL [36].
An important difference between these systems and JastAdd is the way to specify the order of transformations.
Transformation systems specify the order using implicit predefined traversals or explicit user-defined strategies.
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JastAdd, on the other hand, uses fine-grained attribute dependences to drive the traversal which in turn implicitly
defines the order of transformations. Complex traversal patterns can thus automatically follow dependences and do
not have to be stated explicitly.
Another important difference is that transformation systems typically handle contextual information by using an
external database that is updated during the transformations. This requires the user to explicitly associate database
updates with particular transformation rules or phases. The traversal order must thus take contextual dependences,
which can be highly non-local, into account. In contrast, JastAdd uses the contextual dependences to derive a suitable
traversal strategy. The Stratego system has a mechanism for dependent dynamic transformation rules [37], supporting
certain context-dependent transformations, but it is not clear how this could be used for implementing name binding
and similar problems in object-oriented languages.
8. Conclusions
We have presented the JastAdd tool and shown how it supports implementation of extensible compiler tools and
languages. A key design idea is to make use of declarative specification mechanisms in order to allow a high degree
of decoupling between different modules, thereby supporting reuse and extensibility. Another key design idea is to
build on object-orientation and Java, thereby both taking advantage of the support for modelling and reuse available
in object-orientation, as well as making the declarative techniques easily understood by Java programmers.
In addition to well-known specification features like inherited, synthesized, and non-terminal attributes, JastAdd
includes the very powerful feature of context-dependent rewrites, allowing the AST to be modified taking context-
sensitive computations into account. A key feature is also that of reference attributes, allowing the AST itself to be used
as the fact database. Additional JastAdd features like parameterized attributes and circular attributes also contribute
substantially to the decoupling of modules and computations.
To demonstrate the full power of the tool we have successfully implemented a very strong case: a complete
Java 1.4 compiler including compile-time checks and bytecode generation. Java 1.4 is a large complex language
and implementing a complete compiler for it is a substantial undertaking, both because the language contains many
idiosyncrasies that must be handled, and because it is an object-oriented language with many non-trivial constructs.
We are not aware of any other declarative implementation of a complete practical object-oriented language. To
demonstrate extensibility both for language constructs and tool functionality, we have extended the Java 1.4 compiler
with new language constructs from Java 5, and extended the Java 1.4 front-end with devirtualization analysis. All
these extensions have been done in a completely modular way.
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